
Middle office and administrative functions are undergoing a dramatic 
evolution. Driven by increased complexity of technology, on-going 
pressure to improve efficiency and cost savings, and a new generation 
of tech-savvy executives who demand highly skilled support, many 
organisations have relied on specialised service partners to deliver high-
quality, flexible, and cost-effective support. 

efficiency

Document services, virtual assistants 
and process-driven support services

Highly-trained and experienced specialists at Epiq 

possess advanced skills in middle office functions. We 

offer extensive services that provide direct support to staff, 

allowing them to focus on their core competencies.

Our middle office outsourcing services include:

• Document (word) processing/proofreading

• Administrative support and virtual assistants

• Research/library services

• Creative and marketing/desktop publishing

• Risk and compliance

Flexible service delivery models

We offer customisable, variable solutions with dedicated 

staff to meet each organisation’s unique requirements. 

• On-site: Professionals work on client’s premise and 

are fully trained and managed by Epiq

• Off-site: Professionals work in a highly secure Epiq 

knowledge centre with dedicated space and staff 

that act as a “branch” office or extension to the 

business

• Virtual: Select support functions have secure remote 

work options

• Hybrid: A combination of the above delivery options 

to suite business and cultural needs
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The optimal choice for quality support, operational and cost efficiencies
In today’s changing landscape, outsourcing to a specialised service provider often represents a viable option to 
streamline middle office support, allowing firms to drive meaningful economic, operational, and resource efficiencies.

The Epiq advantage
Success means consistently seeking greater operational and cost efficiencies. Strategic outsourcing offers one of 
the best opportunities to help you thrive in today’s challenging business environment. Epiq has gained our clients’ 
confidence to be their trusted partner due to our unique, unmatched ability to provide:

Middle Office
Business Process Solutions

• Our Atlanta Knowledge Center is linked to our data 
centre where we securely host over 10 petabytes of 
client confidential data in our secure data centre.

• The most knowledgeable management team with 
more years of direct experience implementing and 
overseeing operational middle office teams than 
anyone else in the industry

• Flexible delivery models including client on-premises, 
Epiq secure knowledge centre, virtual locations, or a 
hybrid of these options to best meet your requirements

• Specialised staffing services, assuring the best talent 
recruitment

• Comprehensive Training Programs and Ongoing 
Development of Staff. Epiq invests heavily in training 
and ongoing development of our teams that begins 
with our National Training Manager dedicated to 
Document Services

• A seamless transition and delivery of middle office 
services for firms using other Epiq support services
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